"I WISH I WAS A GROWN UP..."  "Cause then, I'd be tall enough to climb this dumb fence and get that doll. She's so nice. She cries and eats and sleeps and wets, just like a real baby. Dumb fence. She can't cost that much. Maybe I'll get Mommy and Daddy to buy her for me. Or rather, I'll write a letter to Santa Claus and leave it lying around the house for Mommy to find so they'll know what to get me. Dumb fence..."
Committee Hopes to Dissolve Interest Groups

By John Picinich
Staff Writer

With the goal of total unity among all those in the college community, an organization has been formed by concerned students, faculty, administrators and staff workers to "make the college community one unit," according to Barry Friedman, an administrative sciences major.

Though the organization is known as the Ad-Hoc Committee on Student-Faculty-Administrator Relations, its members want a different name to identify with.

As a result, the Ad-Hoc Committee decided at a Dec. 13 meeting that it will have a "name-giving coffee hour" in which any participants of the coffee hour will be able to suggest a name for the group. The group will then decide which name it wants to adopt. The "name-giving" will serve as a sort of publicity for the group, according to Friedman.

The Ad-Hoc Committee has no funds as of yet, according to Friedman. "We are a self-sustaining group," he said. "Funds could be donated within the group or we could charge door fees at certain functions," he added. However, he stated that funds are not a priority.

FRIEDMAN SAID that the group started through the office of Lawton W. Blanton, dean of students. Meetings were set up. John Shearman, a member of the group, said that the number of people attending the meetings is increasing steadily.

Shearman stated that the main purpose of the Ad-Hoc Committee is to "facilitate personal kinds of relationships between the students, faculty, administration and staff."

"Bringing people together on the college campus by getting rid of the labels everyone has, whether it is student, dean, teacher or secretary and to give students enrichment other than intellectual or academic studies" is the philosophy of the group, Friedman said.

Myra Franklin, a member of CINA, stated that she joined the Ad-Hoc Committee because she did not like the "impersonal relationships" between students and faculty. "It seems like teachers are on a higher level than students. Though a teacher has more knowledge than a student, both are human beings and adults."

Franklin noted that though the meetings of the group are conducted in an informal manner no one talks at the same time. "Everyone listens to each other, we behave like adults," he said.

"The college is there for students," she said, "there should be some sort of interchange between the students and the people who help the students in college. There are so many things to share on a one-to-one basis," she concluded.

Future functions for the Ad-Hoc Committee include a wine tasting and a "progressive dinner" in which all the schools hold a different course for the dinner with people from the different schools meeting and talking, generating relationships that might not occur normally. Ideas for other projects are encouraged. However, the coffee hour, which is hoped to be a weekly affair, is the initial project.

---

Student Center Takes a Holiday

The Student Center will close at 5 pm on Fri., Dec. 22. Operational hours during the vacation period will be:

- December 23 Center closed
- December 24 Center closed
- December 25 Center closed
- December 26 through December 29 Center open 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
- Food Service hours 9:30 am to 2:30 pm
- December 30 Center closed
- December 31 Center closed
- January 1 Center closed
- January 2 Center open 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
- Food Service hours 9:30 am to 2:30 pm
- January 3 through January 11 Center will maintain regular operational hours.
- January 12 Center open 7:30 am to 6:00 pm
- Food Service hours 9:30 am to 2:30 pm
- January 15 through February 2 Center open 7:30 am to 6:00 pm
- Monday through Friday
- February 5 Center will resume regular operational hours.

The formal dining room will be closed after the noon meal on December 22 and will reopen for the noon meal on Mon., Feb. 5. Life Hall Snack Bar will close on Dec. 22 at 2 pm and will reopen on Mon., Feb. 5 at 7:30 am.

---

CLASSIFIED

Did You Know? ...

... That All Junior And Senior Education Majors With A 3.35 Cum (Or Better)!

Are Eligible For Membership In KAPPA DELTA PI (the education honorary fraternity)

Think you're qualified? If so, fill out this coupon and drop it off in Dept. of Ed. - 2nd Floor College High - Mrs. Mary Breidmuller's mailbox.

---
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AFT Unofficial Winner

228 Votes Challenged In Union Election

By Patricia Mercorelli
Staff Writer

The American Federation of Teachers' union was chosen as bargaining agent for the faculty at all eight state colleges. Balloting between the AFT and ANJSCF-NJEA (Association of NJ State College Faculty-NJ Education Association) was held on Dec. 14 and 15.

The difference between these two organizations, stated Robert Dorner, head of the MSC Faculty Association, is that the AFT believes the faculty should control their own future while ANJSCF-NJEA feels they "must do it for the faculty." Dorner then outlined some of the issues the faculty plans to contest.

Though no victor has been officially declared by the neutral third party that counted the votes, the unofficial count goes to the AFT. The AFT won 1101 with 63 people voting for neither of those choices. In order to win the election, either organization must poll 50% plus one vote. When the challenged votes are counted, if neither side receives that amount, there will be a run-off election. However, Dorner feels the chances of that happening are dismal since all of the challenges came from Dungan. Dorner estimates that three-fifths of the eligible faculty cast their ballots in the election.

DORNER CLAIMS that MSC is "leading the fight for the democratization of the bargaining agent." He explained that under ANJSCF-NJEA rules, contracts are negotiated for the faculty. They receive the membership. In ANJSCF-NJEA, the faculty plans to contest. Another point on which the AFT disagrees is that ANJSCF-NJEA believes only dues-paying members of their organization should vote on a contract even though it covers all of the faculty. Dorner mentioned that ANJSCF-NJEA received very little dues from the MSC faculty. The position of the AFT, Dorner explained, is that all those covered by the contract should vote on it. Non-dues paying faculty will not, however, vote in officer elections and policy decisions.

Some of those local issues. First on the priority list is increased wages and benefits. Dorner explained that this is important since MSC instructors are paid less than high school teachers. An issue which, Dorner feels, is of state-wide importance is levelling arbitration. The position of the AFT is that there should be such arbitration.

Another important issue, stated Dorner, is an adequate amount of promotions and sabbaticals. The MSC faculty would also like to see class size decreased as well as an increase of counseling facilities for students.
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TODAY, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20
SPANISH CLUB. Party in Life Hall cafe at 1 pm.
FILMMAKERS. Meeting at 6 pm in L-135.
COFFEE HOUSE. Club coffee house at 7 pm in the old faculty dining room, next to Life Hall.
CHRISTMAS CONCERTS. Music department concerts at noon and 8 pm in Memorial Auditorium.
CHRISTMAS BALL. Dinner dance at the Westmount Country Club at 8 pm.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21
MOVIE. "The Brats" featuring Laurel and Hardy at noon in room 3 of the Student Center.
VETERANS ADVISORY BOARD. Meeting at 7 pm in the fourth floor meeting room, Student Center.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22
MOVIES. Horror films at noon and 1 pm in ballroom B of the Student Center.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3
FILMMAKERS. Meeting at 6 pm in L-135.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 6
FILMMAKERS. Meeting at 6 pm in L-135.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10
CLASS RING REPRESENTATIVE. In the Student Center lobby from 10 am to 2 pm.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6
SGA. Meeting at 4 pm in the fourth floor meeting room of the Student Center.
BSCU. Meeting at 8 pm in ballroom B of the Student Center.

Babysitting Position. One beautiful child needs company while Mom attends daily class (8-9:40). Call Mom at 227-0518.

If you ever get bored feed squirrels to the nuts.

STARLIGHT FORMALS
For tuxedos that fit.

FREE SUIT TO GROOM WITH WEDDING PARTY OF SIX OR MORE

169 Princeton Ave., Ewing, NJ 08628
236-1134

451 Springfield Ave.
Summit, NJ 07901
273-6650

CALL COLLECT - 215-343-3412
OR WRITE TERM PAPER RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 232
Warrington, Pa. 18976
Faculty May Counsel

Psych Services Mix-up Straightened Out

By Wes Dvorak
Staff Writer

Dr. Leonard J. Buchner, director of MSC psychological services, has put to rest speculation about a "one-man operation" and a decrease of psychological services.

Buchner stated that most of the present staff will remain and that a full-time director and a full-time psychologist will be added in September 1973 leading to "expectations of increased services." The current director was "very optimistic" about the future of the program.

Buchner was offered the directorship under the new terms but refused. It would have meant a cut in salary and loss of rank and tenure, as well as disqualifying him from teaching, he stated. He added that he will continue for possibly a semester or two as an "administrator in transition" in assisting the new director, but will not counsel.

Widespread concern over the fate of psychological services at MSC was generated by a state directive prohibiting state employees to work "out of title." In keeping with the decree, the psychological services staff (comprised of psychology department faculty, except for a part-time psychiatrist) resigned to resume teaching. Since there had been no plans to hire additional personnel other than a director, speculation arose about a decrease in services.

A compromise was reached between the faculty-counselors and the administration whereby the faculty could continue to counsel in lieu of a maximum three semester credits of teaching. Dr. Peter Worms, however, will return to teaching. Worms could not be reached for comment.

A search committee for the new director has received over 50 applications as the result of advertising in journals nation-wide, according to Buchner. The cut-off date for applications is Jan. 1. The decision will be announced in March.

Next MONTCLARION -- Jan. 25

The next issue of the MONTCLARION will be published on Thurs., Jan. 25. All advertisements and letters to the editor should be submitted to the MONTCLARION, fourth floor, Student Center, by Mon., Jan. 22.

WHO IS BETSY JACOBIS?
YOU CAN FIND OUT ON
THURS & FRI. JAN 4th & 5th
FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM
8 PM
Auto Mechanics Takes On Consumer Flair

By Kathy Crapo
Staff Writer

"What we're trying to do is to make sure they're self-sufficient, to be able to take care of their own needs. Nobody will be an auto mechanic by the end of the course, but they'll be able to know if they're getting ripped off or not when they go in for servicing. I don't believe women are inherently dumb. I think it's just that they haven't gotten the opportunities to learn about certain things," commented Shirlly Grill, advisor to a new seminar on auto mechanics designed for women.

There were three sessions of custom mechanics offered. The first was held on Nov. 29 to cover the basic units of the automobile and the materials needed. The second session, held on Dec. 6, dealt with the maintenance of the automobile. The third session, held a week later, dealt with buying a new or used car.

THE PROGRAM, established on a trial basis, had 50 women present for each session. "This could turn into a lecture with a small lab," Andy Quinn, industrial education instructor, stated.

The third session included a tune-up on a 1970 Ford. When the women were escorted into the auto workshop, many of them went in with determined looks on their faces. The only hinting of hesitation was one woman casually whispering, "I hope he doesn't expect to just drive this car out of here when we're done with the tune-up."

When asked if the course had helped her in any way, one woman in the course replied, "It's helped me to gain confidence in myself as well as in my car."

Montclarion Elects New Editors

Susan Kelly, junior English major, was chosen editor-in-chief of the recent MONTCLARION elections.

Kelly, 20, has been managing editor for the past year. She has previously served the paper as assignment editor. Kelly is a member of Pi Delta Epsilon, the national honorary collegiate journalism fraternity.

Junior Carla Capizzi became managing editor while Carol Giordano was elected editorial page editor. Joanne Surovicz, magazine editor and Bill Gibson, art editor, were re-elected to their positions.

The new sports editor is Joan Minkuzek who will be assisted by John Tobisn as assistant sports editor. Carol Anne Sakowitz becomes the assignment editor. Edd O'Connor was elected photography editor and subsequently appointed assistant photography editors Robert Adchio and Bernard Zuzas.

SCOTT WINTER was re-elected as business manager with Vincent Biunno winning election to the post of advertising manager. Chosen as copy editors were James D. Hile, Diane Forren and Kathy Blumenstock.

The outgoing editor-in-chief M. J. Smith will serve as editorial consultant. Appointed by the new editor to the position of editorial assistants were Patricia Mercorilli and John Picinich.

The newly elected editors will assume their positions on Mon. Jan. 15.

BOOKS ARE FRIENDS
Sprague Library has announced its holiday schedule.

On Fri., Dec. 22 the library will be open from 7:30 am to 4:30 pm. However, on Dec. 23, 24 and 25 it will be closed.

From Dec. 26 to 29 the library will be open from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. The library will be closed on Dec. 30, 31 and Jan. 1.

On Tues., Jan. 2 the library will return to its regular hours.

DROP-IN
Although it still has no definite place to set up operations, the SGA Drop-In Center will open in February as planned. Students interested in volunteer work at the Drop-In Center are invited to a meeting at 4 pm today in Life Hall (second floor). Those who are interested but cannot attend should contact Michael King in the SGA office, 893-4202.

The training session for volunteers is slated for the period of Jan. 15-29, from 1:31 pm, Monday through Friday.

According to King, a definite location for the Drop-In Center will be selected by January. He will meet with MSC President Thomas H. Richardson this week to discuss the center's purposes and activities.

BUS STOP
During the holiday and winter semester periods of December and January, the DeCamp Bus 66 will leave from NY Port Authority platform 73 at 8:15 am on its special run to the MSC campus should a sufficient number of student commuters arrive at the platform.

However, if only one or two students go to the bus, they will have to ride the regular bus lines.

On Mon., Feb. 5, 1973, the busses will be back to their routine schedule.

FOGGY LONDONTOWN
The Office of International and Off-Campus Learning Programs has a number of seats available on its winter session flight to London from Jan. 13 to Feb. 3, 1973. The total round trip fare is $146. Call extension 4230 for additional information.

WANTED
Opportunity for faculty or staff wives for part-time employment in the registrar's office. Must be available to help at peak periods—beginning and end of semester but can set own hours. Special skills not required. Please call 893-4340 for application and interview.
Gamma Beta ‘Fraority’ Established

By Carol Neetz
Staff Writer

Gamma Beta is something new on campus—a fraority. The constitution of this organization starts off with “We, the brothers and sisters,” because unlike other fraternities and sororities this group is coed.

Headed by co-presidents Mike D’Agostino and Linda Kolb, the 33 active members of Gamma Beta are open to new ideas and new people of any sex, race, color or creed. Other officers are Debbie Crews and Oscar Martinez, co-vice presidents; Terry Mahon, secretary and Donna Duchensky, treasurer.

“The fraority has a majority of women, but that seems to be proportional to the distribution of sexes on campus,” said D’Agostino.

The idea for the fraority originated when D’Agostino “got together with friends and discussed how atrocious pledging was and how social organizations needed change.” The group then saw Lawton Blanton, Dean of Students, about getting a charter. After four weeks, with William S. Berlin, assistant professor of political science, as their sponsor, Gamma Beta officially came into being. D’Agostino stated that other colleges have organizations much like Gamma Beta.

MOST STUDENTS shout, “Sororities and frats are out.” The “Gee Bees” claim that their pledging will not be physical but rather will be held as a rap session to let people get to know each other. They also plan to be more flexible and will except members of all backgrounds, however. They plan to hold shore weekends, football games and beer blasts. “Now that we’re chartered and are getting our own official T-shirts,” said D’Agostino, “we expect more unity in the group.”

A very optimistic group, most members joined “just to try something new.” Or because, as Kolb stated, “I didn’t want to do dumb things just to be a part of something that would hinder my emotional growth.” She continued, Gamma Beta is a fresh idea and that’s definitely better than conforming or dropping out. The members think their organization will catch on. “We are now, we are closely knit, we are different,” said D’Agostino, “and we want new members.”
York maintain that drug users going through methadone treatments aid humanitarian project should MONTCLARION editors. It's been two and a half years now since I found myself in Practical Journalism I with Professor Michael Grieco. I wasn't too happy about it—the class met at 8 am and I was closed out of Creative Writing.

At first I'd only peek through the MONTCLARION office window. The way everyone was always sitting around, I thought there were continual meetings going on. Little did I know everyone was hiding out on. Little did I know continual meetings going from their professors and all those cut courses. WHO ARE YOU?

I finally became part of the MONTCLARION staff when I was recruited to read the "yellow garbage." Produced by the reams, the teletype copy kept me busy MONTCLARION to much every Friday morning. synonymous with community was editor that of the MSC college institution—

protographer Morey Antebi, had just completed the total revamping of the paper's format. Now sporting large pictures and big headlines, the editors began to focus on writing—and my j-class. It was time well-spent as I became one of the five copy editors recruited from the class.

Don Pendley was editor during 1971 and the first semester was definitely the more hectic of the two. By May there was no more money—and none forthcoming.

DEDICATION

What no one seemed to realize was that trying to stamp out a newspaper does nothing but put visions of Brenda Starr, Steve Roper and the Pulitzer Prize in front of true journalists' eyes. So out came the typewriters and the industrial arts presses ran until dawn. It was the first time I had ever spent the night on the darkroom floor.

Don's second semester was considerably quieter although I was now editorial page editor. During his term Don showed me what an editor-in-chief is supposed to do—he is an editor-in-chief. Don also had three editors that never served under me but certainly did their part in teaching me the trade. Cyndi Lepre, the arts editor, did her best to make me a capable successor to her post. I can imagine her frustration when I decided that wasn't what I wanted to do. Rich DeSanto showed me what managing editors did—best-managing the editors. And Morey Antebi surely taught me to have patience with photographers and a certain amount of reverence for the secrets of the Life Hall MONTCLARION darkroom.

EDITRIX

Finally I was the "boss lady." For while I enjoyed playing "Madame Editor" while I was still learning the job. Then I realized the work far outweighed the games. This past semester things really started to roll. The paper won an All-American rating with five marks of distinction, its third All-American but the MONTCLARION's first perfect five-mark rating.

We went to a standard sixteen page issue with the help of my managing editor, Susan Kelly and three department editors, arts editor Bill Gibson, editorial page editor J. D. Hile and sports editor Carol Sakowitz. Sak deserves special thanks for finally getting me to realize the difference between Joe Namath and Mark Spitz. We tripled our advertising with the guidance of Montclair's answer to Young and Rubicam, Lou Romano. Business manager Scott Winter finally straightened out the books which, uncomfortably, meant we now know exactly how much money we have left.

I played "Madame Editor" until I realized the work outweighed the games.

IN THE FOOTSTEPS

Following the Antebi tradition wasn't a snap but Guy Ball did it with ease. Perhaps he can't rewrite the darkroom in ten seconds flat but he certainly wouldn't lose points for not trying.

And there was the rest of the staff who over the year put up with my weekly memos—Joan Mietzuk, Joanne Szurowski, Kathy Blumenstock, Carla Giordano and Carla Capizzi.

During my year-long term, urban renewal came through and shifted the MONTCLARION to the new Student Center. I can't say I thoroughly approve of the move. Although the new digs are quite elegant somehow the old office gave one the proper view of a newsroom and a sense of the years of MONTCLARION tradition.

Why, at any time in Life Hall one might have found a note, yellowed with age, still tucked to the bulletin board asking for reporters to cover the 1965 Miss MSC pageant.

During my year I've learned you can trust some administrators some of the time (for an annotated list send ten MONTCLARION mastheads and a dime to Box 12, Student Center). I've learned that gnomes are female and trolls are male.

M. J. Smith.
Ye Olde Papere
Goes Pro-Claus

We of ye olde MONTCLARIONE would now like to say to hell with the self-styled Children of the Revolution who have besieged us since Time Immemorial with banal doggerel of portents of Christmases to come. Likewise, to hell with right-wing pro-Business fat cats who have attempted to indoctrinate us with the idea that the only way to celebrate Christmas is to buy, buy, buy! To hell with them all—ye olde MONTCLARIONE is coming out in favor of Santa Claus.

We realize that the chrome-plated issue-oriented Libertarians of today are going to think of 4000 better things we could have editorialized about in this, our Christmas issue. Like how Santa Claus should leave coal in Richard Nixon’s stocking for promising, then not delivering, Peace on Earth (or at least in Vietnam...).

But Santa doesn’t work like that! We likewise realize that the yah-yah school of Pull-String Conservatism is going to silently resent bestselling. Then you realize that there are people who— for no good reason—didn’t quite make it to this walk around Willowbrook.

We likewise realize that the yah-yah school of Pull-String Conservatism is going to silently resent bestselling. Then you realize that there are people who— for no good reason—didn’t quite make it to this walk around Willowbrook.

We have never heard of a Mass celebrating “Xmas.” We have never heard of a Mass celebrating “Xmas.”

But, as fleeting as his stay may be, Santa Claus

So what?” we hear you cry. “Do you know about Santa Claus, you media-mongers?” Well, it’s like this.

Things have been changing a lot lately. Since most of us were born, safe and secure in our mid-Fifties womb of “I Love Lucy,” the world has undergone what may be understated as a few revisions. Trying to find something to believe in these days is like reaching into the fog and hoping that something will be in your hot little palm when you open it.

But, as fleeting as his stay may be, Santa Claus
does come to visit once a year. And after the days at the shopping center, and the card-addressing, and the wrapping and unwrapping, you sit back after a too-fattening Christmas dinner and think.

You think about the food you are too much of, but that there are people who haven’t eaten at all today.

You think about the money you spent at Willowbrook, then realize that there are people for whom a trip to some place like Willowbrook is impossible, not to mention getting the money to spend there, the car to get there or the shoes to walk around Willowbrook.

Then you realize that there are people who—for no good reason—didn’t quite make it to this Christmas at all this year.

And then you kind of feel glad to be alive. Which is what Santa Claus is all about—the willingness to give and give and give some more to your friends, to your family and even to total strangers—because, in giving, you’ve made their life a little easier. Let’s face it, you didn’t give up so much anyway. And it shows them you’re glad they’re around.

Have a Merry Christmas— from ye olde MONTCLARIONE.

Lynda Emery
Board Termed ‘Viable’

If you have heard of such a thing as the Student Center Policy Board, you have undoubtedly gotten an ill word for it. The general opinion of the board is that it is either nothing more than a willing lackey of the administration or that it is an organization which has been completely tied by administrative control.

Whether or not either charge was true in the past could be debated, but it should not be assumed that problems the board encountered in the past will continue in the future.

CHANGES

The Student Center Policy Board, which sets the governing policy for the Student Center, has been recently reorganized. This was done with the intention to make the board more student-oriented.

Therefore, the major change has been to elect a student, Carol Dandy, the chairman of the board. The past chairman, Michael Lowenfeld, is not a student but the Center director. Done away with are the positions of representatives from the Student Activities office and the Alumni Association, replaced with student representatives from the college community at large, the Latin American Students Organization, the social Greek organizations and a student employee at the Center.

Obviously, the board now has much more say in representation and control. And as a result, some students now say that the board is attempting to secure too much power.

Radicall?

None of the philosophies or goals which the board has set are in any way “radical.” They do not attempt to deny or diminish the need for the continuity of governance which administrative supervision guarantees.

J.P. Cain
Winsome Strikes Again!

“Twas the night before Christmas and all through the house, Not a creature was stirring except for a rat.”

“Well, it’s a lot of hard work, but I guess it’s worth it.”

“Yeah, even if it did cost a hundred dollars.”

The reformed juvenile delinquents, bimchmen, tools of Bob Winsome and security guard-harassers (harassey?) of the second floor of good old you-know-what hall were actually becoming involved in the Christmas spirit. I’m not trying for sympathy for hardened criminals, but I think that for once our heroes were acting rehabilitated. After chronicling their squalid little escapades for an entire semester, I have come to realize that, while they are rotten at heart, they are at once a family (like the Mafia) and, in this case, a pack of fools.

TALENT

The second floor had turned all their artistic talent, not to mention money, to the task of decorating for the annual Residence Hall Federation Christmas decorations contest. For once their hearts were in the right places and it appeared that their efforts were being awarded. An elaborate plan had been developed and the floor organized into little commando teams of decorators, which scurried about blanketing the walls with decorations and machine-gunning garlands onto telephone booths and water-fountains. Even old Virgil Mike Quick was out in the hall being congratulated on getting “Who’s Who” and wielding his scissors with deadly accuracy.

The task nearly completion and three all-nighters on the part of the intergal bad-boys were finally beginning to result in the greatest decorating job ever to hit Montclair, even if it went up in a flurry of sweating that resembled the language of Captain Ahab after a best-sting.

As the men of the second floor labored on, at four o’clock in the morning, an intruder, the Grand Vizier and Imperial Wizard of the Residence Hall Clan, entered the floor and tossed inconspicuously among the anti-scrongeing scoundrels.

And then it happened. Like a James Joyce epiphany, like the revelation from the seven wise men, came the commandment, the word from the mouth of Mike Radical.

“You know you guys, we’re not having any contest this year. All this work is sort of for nothing. How come you’re bothering?”

Thirty faces turned in shocked disbelief. Thirty right hands fingered switchblades as thirty dirty fighters thought of pipe and chains. As one, a cry went up from the murdered multitude.

“Why didn’t you tell us?”

“I did,” said Radical, “didn’t you guys hear me?”
"The only true gift is a portion of thyself."
- Emerson

We give of ourselves when we give gifts of the heart: love, kindness, joy, understanding, sympathy, tolerance, forgiveness...

We give of ourselves when we give gifts of the mind: ideas, dreams, purposes, ideals, principles, plans, inventions, projects, poetry...

We give of ourselves when we give gifts of the spirit: prayer, vision, beauty, aspiration, peace, faith...

We should give of ourselves with the radiant warmth of sunshine and the glow of the open fire.
Ecology is in. Millions of Americans are learning they must change certain wasteful habits in order to live in harmony with the earth.

Christmas is an especially draining season on the environment. Each December hundreds of acres of healthy fir trees are chopped down to afford some aesthetic holiday pleasures for a few weeks, ending up on the curbsides in January. Outdoor lighting decorations become more elaborate every year—and the power load becomes heavier. Cards, envelopes, boxes, wrapping paper, ribbons and bows are distributed in unaccountable amounts, leaving behind a wasteful residue of paper products overflowing the garbage cans.

Many concerned individuals, either privately, or through community organizations, have decided that steps must be taken to preserve both the environment and the true meaning of the Christmas season.

A group of women in Wisconsin, calling themselves Women for a Peaceful Christmas, is appealing to all Americans to join in an economic approach to bring about a reordering of national priorities. They are not calling for a boycott of Christmas—a time of peace, love and joy—but rather for a rejection of the commercialism and mass consumption which so often characterizes the celebration of the holiday. Gifts for friends and loved ones this year will include a membership in an ecology group, a donation in their name to a peace group or a political candidate who supports ecological and peaceful priorities. They will make their own gifts, buy them from a hand crafter or buy second-hand articles.

Women for a Peaceful Christmas believe that those in the ecology and peace movements have to take more self-sacrificing directions and that people of peace must match their personal priorities and life styles with their ideals.

Those interested in more information may contact Women for a Peaceful Christmas, Box 5095, Madison, Wis., 53705.

Six Connecticut housewives, horrified by the idea that our society is concurrently running out of space for disposal while promoting a throw-away way of life, decided they could do something about the problem. Bread can be hung on the tree or used as a wreath. Bread can be cut in shapes, sprayed with a thin aluminum coating and then used as birdseed once the holidays are over. The Staten Island Forestry Department, which promotes a system of recycling wood-chip from the residents who are participating in the chip-recycling operation in the area. Rapping Paper is 100 percent recycled and is packaged in a cardboard box with 24 paper seals. Not only is it environmentally sound, but friends can be reminded of the message when they seal it with the paper tags included. Rapping Paper is available at 1370 Route 138, Ridgefield, Conn.

Give Life

Let the Earth Have
Give Life

With Have a Holiday

peace and which so characterizes the holiday. They will include an ecology orientation in their group or a date who values ecological and peace ideals. They own gifts, from a Peaceful Society is that those who value peace and peace to the sacrificing spirit of those who match their time and life ideals.

A Peaceful Christmas is a Christmas that leaves no waste and no damage. Rapping Paper is 100 per cent recycled note paper in a continuous roll 15 feet long and 8 inches wide. It is packaged in a cutter box—the kind used for aluminum foil—and comes with four pressure-sensitive seals. Notes on Rapping Paper can be any length the writer desires. No envelope is needed, you simply fold the message in thirds and seal it with the 100 per cent recycled label. This product is available at Bird in Hand, 1370 Route 23, Butler, N.J.

There are many ways that private citizens can ease the pressure on the environment at Christmas time. If you cannot obtain a live tree, due to its scarcity or to personal living situations, there are ways to recycle cut trees. One innovative idea is to stand the tree outside and use it as a winter bird feeder. Bread can be cut into fancy shapes, spread with peanut butter thinned in salad oil and then sprinkled with birdseed or oatmeal. These can be hung on the tree along with popcorn and cranberry strings.

The State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry has devised a system of recycling trees by turning them into wood-chip mulch. Local residents who bring trees to the chipping machine operation are rewarded with a bag of mulch for their own use. This mulch is ideal for protection of flower bulbs from winter freezing. The college has published a pamphlet on how to conduct such a project. Copies are available from: Publications, SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210.

Gifts can be chosen cautiously so they don't indirectly effect the environment adversely. Items that don't use up the earth include: memberships in library, museum, orchestra associations, ecology or peace clubs; antiques; tickets for theater, concerts; books (especially recycled from your own shelves or bought second hand); lessons (music, craft, art). Gifts to help others save the earth: canvas shopping bags; cloth napkins and napkin rings; organic cleaning products.

Gifts that give some of you: cooked and baked goods; handicrafts, banners, wallhangings, certificates for some future personal service.

Shortening mailing lists, omitting people you will personally see, can lighten the load of paper flowing through the postal system. Greetings are now being printed on new forms—postcards, or with mailing labels—to omit the wasteful envelope.

"City sidewalks, busy sidewalks, Dressed in holiday style..."
‘Cookie Campaign’ Advances on All Fronts

LINDA CUOZZO, secretary of the IA department, put up the first one placed in the "Cookie Campaign." On Monday morning so many donations arrived that the sleds overflowed and there still were pounds of left-overs. The cookies were made by students' families, faculty wives, and concerned individuals. After they were filled, the sleds were wrapped in striped Christmas paper, decorated with ribbons and tags with the message "Happy Holidays from the Industrial Education and Technology." The project was organized through CAPIE - Community Awareness Program in Industrial Education. Vincent Walencik, director of CAPIE and a department instructor, was encouraged by the student response and hopes to expand the program.

The spirit of the IA department extended into the community, but it didn't bypass the campus along the way. Highlighting this year's holiday efforts is the sound of Christmas music enveloping the pedestrian mall. The music is amplified through a sound system set up on the IA roof. Santa Claus and his reindeer decorate the lawn in front of Montclair's student center. Christmas carols through the courtesy of the audio department, of the English department. The spirit of the IA roof. Santa Claus and his reindeer decorate the lawn in front of Montclair's student center. Christmas carols through the courtesy of the audio department, of the English department.

Over 40 students, not all of them IA majors, arrived at the metals lab Dec. 6 to construct the sleds. As the aluminum sheets moved through the production line they were cut, filed, holed, and bent into shape. The volunteers worked to the rhythm of continual Christmas carols through the courtesy of the audio visual department's equipment.

Bob Molkenthin, a junior IA major, expressed a common sentiment, "If people are given the opportunity to get involved, they will." Patricia Cassidy of the English department verified that feeling. She stopped cutting the aluminum sheets long enough to comment, "I saw the flyers and thought it was a fantastic idea. We have so few opportunities to really do something for other people." "IT MAY NOT BE A RUM TODDIE, BUT IT'S DINNER..." - Two dolls (of the plastic variety) sit down for a long winter's snack in a display at the Willowbrook shopping center in Wayne.

'Just Like Grandma Made'

Simple yeasty goodness will make a merry addition to any holiday menu.

INGREDIENTS

2 pkg active dry yeast
1/4 cup warm water (105 to 115°F)
1 cup milk
1/3 cup butter or regular margarine
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 egg

FILLING

3 1/2 cups unsifted all-purpose flour
1/4 cup sugar
2 tablespoons butter or margarine, softened
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup dark raisins
1/2 cup diced candied orange peel, chopped
1/2 cup diced citron, chopped
1/4 cup slivered almonds

DECORATION

1 egg, beaten with 1 teaspoon water
1/2 cup slivered almonds

Sprinkle yeast over warm water; stir to dissolve. In small saucepan, heat milk until bubbles form around edge. Pour over butter, sugar, and salt in large bowl; stir to melt butter. Cool to 115 to 120°F.

Add yeast, vanilla, egg and 2 1/2 cups flour. Blend; beat with wooden spoon until smooth. Add rest of flour; add last by hand. Mix until dough leaves side of bowl. Turn out on lightly floured pastry cloth. Roll dough over to coat with flour. Knead by folding toward you, then push down and away from you with heel of hand. Knead until smooth and blisters form - 5 minutes. Place in lightly greased bowl; turn grease side up. Cover with towel; let rise in warm place, free from drafts, until double in bulk - 40 to 50 minutes.

Poke finger in dough; if hole remains, dough has risen enough. To shape; Turn on pastry cloth. Knead 10 times, until smooth. Roll into a rectangle 20 by 12 inches. Meanwhile in medium bowl, combine filling ingredients; mix well.

Grease a large cookie sheet. Spread filling evenly over dough, leaving a 1-inch margin. Roll up lengthwise; place, seam side down, on cookie sheet. Shape into horseshoe. Cover with towel; let rise in warm place, free from drafts, until double in bulk - about 1 hour.

Preheat oven to 375°F. Brush surface with beaten egg. Sprinkle with almonds. Bake 20 to 25 minutes, or until golden. (Rap with knuckle, it should sound hollow.) Remove from pan to wire rack; cover with towel; cool 30 minutes. Serve slightly warm.
Following Other Examples --

SGA Shows Improvement, Offers More

By James D. Hile
Staff Writer

"Last year's organizations were steeped in mediocrity today they have pride. We're beginning to put it together," said Sam Crane as he completed his seventh month as Student Government Association president.

His fellow administrators, Kathy Ragan, vice-president, Diane Terlizzi, treasurer and Lynda Emery, secretary, appear happy with the accomplishments of the SGA.

Student services received a boost under the Crane administration. The hiring of a new law firm, Baungardt and Ben-Asher, was done to advise students on legal problems. In her comments. "As long as the mergers were seeped in mediocrity, it has. He cites as a criticism by six SGA committees."

The SGA has been charged in bureaucratic by six SGA committees.

The committee structure for adding strength and organization to the legislature. However, Tom Barrett, SGA rep of the administrative sciences department, holds a not too favorable view of the half dozen committees. "They drag their feet too often and make bills deemed important never inhibit debate on issues. "Most bills do not have received a hike in their appropriations, constitutional review, welfare, civic affairs, personnel and academic affairs. Crane credits the committee structure for adding strength and organization to the legislature. According to Ragan does not agree with the students the Class 1 organization charters. Some members of these groups were concerned over possible mergers with other Class I organizations which have overlapping activities.

Barrett believes Crane has been "conscientious," thus far. VIABLE

Has Crane given any thought to running for an unprecedented second term? After giving this question some thought the SGA chief-exec commented "We needed someone like him. Sam has pushed for change and has awakened the administration to our needs," Lynda Emery, SGA secretary commented. Terlizzi has also given thought to the students the Class I organizations probably would not have received a hike in their previous session was torn apart by various factions but it does not exist now due to the institution of a referendum system, the legislature is becoming an integral part of the SJA Department of Higher Education and the trend toward centralization. He believes it would alienate the students and would cause a breakdown in communications. Next year the SGA will review Class I organization charters. Some members of these groups were concerned over possible mergers with other Class I organizations which have overlapping activities. Crane stated that he had "no plans" on the constitutional review. He said duplication of effort did exist in the Class I organizations but it depended on the situation as to whether a merger would be warranted or not. Crane was more precise in his comments. "As long as the organizations give functions which are different in intent, I will oppose merger," she said. NO HIKE

In financial matters the SGA is looking into the possibility of investing its excess funds. of the NJ State Department of Higher Education and the trend toward centralization. He believes it would alienate the students and would cause a breakdown in communications. Next year the SGA will review Class I organization charters. Some members of these groups were concerned over possible mergers with other Class I organizations which have overlapping activities. Crane stated that he had "no plans" on the constitutional review. He said duplication of effort did exist in the Class I organizations but it depended on the situation as to whether a merger would be warranted or not. Crane was more precise in his comments. "As long as the organizations give functions which are different in intent, I will oppose merger," she said. NO HIKE

In financial matters the SGA is looking into the possibility of investing its excess funds. this year's budget Terlizzi was frank. "If the fee was returned to the students the Class I organizations probably would not have received a hike in their previous session was torn apart by various factions but it does not exist now due to the institution of a referendum system, the legislature is becoming an integral part of the SJA Department of Higher Education and the trend toward centralization. He believes it would alienate the students and would cause a breakdown in communications. Next year the SGA will review Class I organization charters. Some members of these groups were concerned over possible mergers with other Class I organizations which have overlapping activities. Crane stated that he had "no plans" on the constitutional review. He said duplication of effort did exist in the Class I organizations but it depended on the situation as to whether a merger would be warranted or not. Crane was more precise in his comments. "As long as the organizations give functions which are different in intent, I will oppose merger," she said. NO HIKE

In financial matters the SGA is looking into the possibility of investing its excess funds.
George McGovern urged Americans to "Come home," while President Richard M. Nixon said, "I think I have the greatest choice in a century.

This was a year of presidential politics-it was 1972.

As the Democratic presidential nominee McGovern faced many problems, a divided party, lack of money and an incumbent president. In the final day of campaigning he had crossed the nation in search of votes.

The search proved futile as President Nixon carried 49 of 50 states in a landslide victory which surpassed all expectations. Nixon was finally a majority president.

PRESS FREEDOMS

This was also a year of record rainfall. As of November over 50 inches of rain had saturated the metropolitan area. Hardest hit were regions in New York State and eastern Pennsylvania which were flooded when tropical storm Agnes struck last June.

Hundreds were left homeless, drinking water was contaminated and food scarce. The tri-state area was cleared for disaster relief and the work goes on today.

Vietnam was entering its 12th year as hopes of an imminent ceasefire were raised and then dashed. Dr. Henry Kinginger, representing the US, and Le Duc Tho, the North Vietnamese, broke off their private talks in December. Before the presidential election Kinginger had warned there is only one more meeting away, but since then the talks have bogged down.

Cold war tensions were eased as President Nixon visited Mao Tse Tung, China's party chairman, in Peking. This was a year of changes in international relations as President Nixon visited Mao Tse Tung, China's party chairman, in Peking. This was a year of changes in international relations.

The Columbia Broadcasting System is in the midst of a strike with its technicians and engineers. It had been slashed prohibiting coverage of sports events but CBS-64 struggles on.

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation has been seeking to re-establish itself on the airwaves.

UNHEARD OF

In Munich, the XX Olympiad was held. Many records were broken including an unprecedented seven gold medals for US swimmer Mark Spitz. However, the games had a tragic ending when Arab terrorists massacred 11 Israeli athletes in an act which shocked the world. The arena was brutally politicized.

The Canadians challenged the Russians to a hockey contest.

Team Canada was heavily favored but were outskated by the wily Soviets. Paul Henderson saved face though as he scored a goal in the final moments of the last game to give the Canadians a 4-3-1 mark.

The Dallas Cowboys handled the Miami Dolphins in the Super Bowl. It broke the record for television audience watched, a madman lashed out at President Gerald Ford's Marcos wife. Imelda Marcos required over 70 stitches to close the wounds caused by the 12-inch bollo knife. The attacker was shot to death.

In Northern Ireland

Protestants and Catholics killed each other in the best Christian tradition...

In the Phillipines, as horrified crowds turned to save a hike in tuition with no corresponding increase in services.

At Montclair State, Sam Crane won the election for SGA president by one of the smallest margins in history. The Student Center and new Math/Science buildings opened.

President Thomas H. Richardson resigned.

MSG students Phil Garrapalo and Gail Fitzgerald qualified for the Olympics.

"Rudie the Nudie" made numerous guest appearances in the freshman lot. The coeds were a less than appreciative audience.

Gov. Cahill made a NJ Lottery drawing in Memorial Auditorium.

A man was slashed to death in front of Sprague library. Racial Awareness Day was held to ease tensions on campus.

The SGA enacted more services for the student population.

Organization Commission and Players cosponsored the hit musical "Cabaret."

Nostalgia made a comeback on college campuses. A return to a more secure age was heralded by appearances of such figures as Buffalo Bob and Howdy Doody of tv fame.

Even the heart of radicalism was not immune. It is reported that short haircuts and skirts are the new fashion at the University of California-Berkeley.

Somorities and fraternities-the Greeks are making a comeback with mixers and beer blasts are packing them in again.

TFR RESIGNS

For NJ state college, 1972
Tchaikovsky finished composing "The Nutcracker" in 1892. Ten years later, after the loss of his beloved sister, Alexandra Davidova, the composer dressed as a hussar. He presents the toy to little Clara and comforts her when brother Fritz breaks it. The TALENTED Children of the School of American Ballet have been impressed by E.T.A. Hoffman's fantastic fairy tale "The Nutcracker and his band of toy soldiers. While most children think of Christmas as a time to be with their families, these youngsters spend their holidays in front of the footlights. Their professionalism and stamina throughout the two and a half hour ballet are amazing.

On their toes, Edouard Villella, is also dancing the Cavalier in the New Jersey Ballet's version of "The Nutcracker." Choreographed by Joseph Carow and George Toral, the company performs their season in Millburn's Paper Mill Playhouse. Villella, the company's artistic advisor, alternates partners Anna Aragno and Jeanne Armin. Aragno has appeared with the Russian Bolshoi Ballet and the Ballet de Monte Carlo while Armin recently danced with the American Ballet Theatre. This is the second Christmas season the New Jersey Ballet has staged "The Nutcracker." A TRAVELING troupe, the Garden State Ballet has also chosen the Tchaikovsky classic to mark their return after an entire inactive season.

For my part, every shred of sophistication leaves me at the sight of the magical Christmas tree in the Stieblehaus' home. As Clara watches the five foot pine grow until it reaches a full height of 40 feet, suddenly I'm a child again.

The sensual writhings of the Mouse King leads and attack against the Nutcracker and his band of toy soldiers. While most children think of Christmas as a time to...

Visions of Sugarplums Danced Onstage

By M. J. Smith
Staff Reviewer

When Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky finished composing "The Nutcracker" in 1892, he thought the ballet was "quite a bore." Almost a hundred years later, the same fanciful concoction has become the traditional Christmas offering in most companies' repertoires. Tchaikovsky was not impressed by E.T.A. Hoffman's fantastic fairy tale "The Nutcracker and the Mouse King" when he first read it in 1882. Ten years later, after the loss of his patroness Madame von Meck and his beloved sister, Alexandra Davidova, the composer completed the score and presented it to the Russian Imperial Theatre. The critics hated the piece but the Czar found it enchanting. The pageant-ballet has been...
Who Is Jacobis?

By Bill Gibson

Staff Writer

For weeks the question of Betsy Jacobis’ identity has plagued the campus community. Is she a real person? Is she a figment of someone’s imagination? The answer to both questions is yes.

Betsy Jacobis is the star of the Student Filmmakers’ newest film “Who is Betsy Jacobis?” The film is a comedy-drama featurette shot entirely on the streets of New York.

The film revolves around the relationship between Jacobis and Argh, played by David Kane. She meets him on the street and mistakes him for the famed actor Paul Duval. Argh (so said by his father) chases her and promises to help her in her career. From there on the story takes some interesting turns.

“The production is close to professional as possible with the facilities available,” explained director Val Kuklowsky. He added that the lab and sound work was done by professionals.

Another nemesis of the crew was the meter maid. “We received over $115 in car summonses from them,” explained Romano.

The film is the first full length featurette of the group. It is 40 minutes in length, which according the Kuklowsky “is long for a student film.”

KUKLOWSKY who is also have filmmakers treasurer, has previous experience in their productions and production techniques,” said Lou Romano, writer and producer of “Jacobis.” “Through productions students are put into real life situations and learn how to cope with actual production difficulties,” explained Romano.

One Acts

SENIOR RECITAL

Elinda Houston will be presented in her senior recital on Dec. 22 at 8 pm in McEachern Hall. The soprano will be accompanied by Christine Markham.

ART SHOW

There will be an Art Education Student Teachers Art Show on Sat., Jan. 6, 106 pm and Sun. Jan. 7, 126 pm, in Ballroom C of the Student Center. For more information call 265-1369.

CLOWNING AROUND

Emmett Kelly Jr. will be the Brooklyn Academy of Music’s holiday attraction. The show will run from Dec. 26 to Dec. 31. For reservations or further information call 783-2434.

MASTERCYCLES

Pianist Giacomo Oliva will be presented in his master’s recital on Thurs., Dec. 21 at 8 pm in

CHAMPION TERMS PAPERS

636 Beacon St. (#605)
Boston, Mass 02215
617 363-9700
Research material for Term Papers, Reports, Theses, etc. LOWEST PRICES, QUICK SERVICE. For information, please write or call.

LISTEN CLOSERLY--Muriel and Anne Brown share a secret in a scene from Francois Truffaut’s “Two English Girls.”

Live First -- Define It Later

By Kathy Kehoe

Staff Writer

Kathryn Evans, as soprano. Alto will be sung by Sue Dorni Onega, who has performed as a soloist at the Marble Collegiate Church and with the Robert Shaw Chorales. Tenor will be performed by Benjamin F. Wilkes and bass by Marden Bate.

The Chamber Orchestra has been prepared for the oratorio by Dr. Jerome Landsman. Morse prepared the Concert Choir and Dr. Leon Hyman readied the College Choir. The Christmas Oratorio was composed by Bach in 1734. Its text is taken from the Gospels of Luke and Matthew. It is not a work which is meant to be performed for a single hearing, but was composed for six parts of a divine service. The first three cantatas are for three days of the Christmas festivities. The last three are for New Year’s Day, New Year’s Sunday and Epiphany.

Portions of the third and fourth cantatas will be presented in the college Christmas Program.
STANDING OUT FROM THE CROWD: Montclair State's Gail Fitzgerald moves through a small throng of people in Munich, Germany. Fitzgerald was one of two MSC students (the other weight lifter Phil Grippaldi) to compete in the 1972 Summer Olympics. She had been a pentathlete for four months before breaking the US record with 4305 points while in the US Training Camp in Illinois.

HOCHSPRUNG: or better known as the high jump. Gail Fitzgerald goes through her moves in the event, one of five, in the picture above. Top picture shows the Olympic scoreboard, noting that she jumped 1.65 meters but failed at the 1.68 mark. Fitzgerald's best performance came in the 200 meter run where she finished third. The US Olympian came in 19 out of 30 contestants in the penathlon with 4206 points.

THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY

MAKERS OF HIGHLIFE BEER

is happy to join with MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE Department of Athletic in sponsoring

THE MONTCLAIR STATE CHRISTMAS BASKETBALL CLASSIC

December 27th and 29th

Double Headers each night 7 pm and 9 pm at Panzer Gym

featuring:
C. W. Post College vs. Monmouth College
Fairleigh Dickinson Madison vs. Montclair State College

Tickets available at the athletic office
Students with I.D. cards $1.00 Adults $2.00

All expenses will be paid by the Miller Brewing Co. and each team will receive a equal share of the receipts
It's the Greeting Season--
Here's What to Do With It

With Christmas only days away and the stores jammed with shoppers and uptight dozen presents to buy and what do you get for...?

Sound familiar? Well, if it's happening to you, the MONTCLARION sports staff would like to offer the following suggestions. This list was compiled in conjunction with the Garden State Plaza and any references to non-fictional beings are purely coincidental and absolutely unintended.

For those short of bread, (and who isn't these days?) your local five-and-dime stocks team and absolutely unintended.

Several times, then criticalizes style, body position, weight distribution, pole placement and a dozen or so other things pertinent to that maneuver.

Lately editions are caricatures of mascots for the Jets and Giants. For your favorite loser, there's always the Eagles.

IF YOU know a cheerleader who's slight of build, there's a new line of dresses on the market called Varsity Pettitas. One of these numbers would be ideal for your favorite rah-rah in skirts.

To go with the dress, or just as a stocking stuffer, a pair of jock-socks (heavy off-white jobbers with brilliant colored stripes). Perfect for over knee-socks for the basketball player look that's so in vogue.

And what kid sister or brother wouldn't be grateful for a team sweatshirt and matching football helmet? These shirts are available in a range of sizes and styles and can also be found in basketball and hockey team logos.

NEW TO the market this fall are the bedsticks, pillowcases and sleeping bags in NBA, NHL or NFL prints. The locals even get into this act, with the Knicks and Rangers coming out with their own sets of sheets.

For the jewelry hound, the Charles Schultz character of Snoopy can be found in pins, tie-tacks and cufflinks in various sporting attire and poses. Included in the motifs are jogger, golfer, hockey player and track star. There are also posters available for those with blank walls that claim "Support the Olympics. Hug an athlete!" or, on a poster of Snoopy dining in a track suit, "Sooner or later all great athletes wind up endorsing some sort of breakfast food."

For the fan who likes to feel he outgrows the opposition, computer games to test his skill are ideal. Price ranges depend on complexity and there's even an

Two hours per lesson, and in five lessons a person with average coordination could easily master elementary parallel skiing. Lessons shouldn't be more than a week apart, nor more than one lesson per day. They should be scheduled to start not more than an hour after your arrival at the ski area, allowing you to be as fresh as possible and also give you ample time afterwards to practice.

Here, as in most of the country, there are three basic techniques or methods taught. They are the modified American method, the modified Austrian method and the graduated length method (GLM). The skis used in the first two methods are regular height, your height plus two to six inches. The first two lessons of GLM you will use three-foot skis, in the third and fourth lessons, five-foot skis and regular height skis for the fifth and final lessons.

American and Austrian methods have always been developed along similar lines as they are here, but the GLM is something very different. Because of this, you will usually find either the American or the Austrian, as well as the GLM offered at most ski areas.

The GLM is the most popular, not only because of the novelty of the short skis, but rather because it embodies a new principal in skiing. This new principal is that "V" skiing is harmful to the learning process. "V" skiing is the shape your ski make when snowplowing or doing stem chutes. The experts tell us that many a beginner gets hung up there and never really progress to parallel skiing correctly which is skiing at its best.

SCHILLER'S
The Complete Booksstore
G S P
Paramus Next to Gimbels
843-3727
Over 35,000 Titles in Stock. Including Large Selection in Psychology, History, Sociology, Literature, Business, Film, Education, etc.
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Cal Poly Takes Down MSC

By John Tobiason
Sports Writer

Montclair State's wrestling team scored two points for a reversal last weekend as they rebounded from a devastating 43-6 loss to California State Polytechnical College Friday.

Pins by co-captain Larry Hayspell and Mike DiPiano highlighted the Post match with Len Cholish, co-captain Craig Spencer, Kevin Welcer, Gerry Hayspell and Mike DiPiano decisioning their opponents.

The Matmen were given a solid lesson in wrestling skill and execution Friday night when they faced their toughest test in a tough season: a match against the dominant small college powerhouse from San Luis Obispo, Cal., trounced the Indians before 500 spectators.

"There was some great wrestling in the lightweights, certainly a lot closer than the score would indicate," commented Cal Poly coach Vaughan Hitchcock, 1969 NCAA College Division Coach of the Year. "The 118, 126, and 134 bouts were certainly in question," he continued.

After MSC freshman Greg DiGioacchino (142) lost a superior decision, Cal Poly rapped up five consecutive pins to stomp any hopes for an upset. Heavyweight Giouqinto won by forfeit to give Montclair its only point.

"They wrestle 100% by my philosophy; only they execute better," MSC coach Larry Sciacchetano remarked about the visitors. "They're aggressive on their feet, with a lot of hand and foot motion. They do what we're supposed to do," he explained. Sciacchetano was the 1970 NCAA College Division Coach of the Year.

The pattern of the match was established in the first bout. Cal Poly's Glenn Maron applied constant pressure to MSC 118-pounder Cholish, always pressing for the pin, riding with the legs, and waiting for his opponent's mistakes. Maron's 7-0 victory gave Cal Poly a lead they never relinquished.

Caught off balance in a third period takedown attempt, Spencer (126) was himself taken down, turning a 3-2 victory into a 6-3 loss to NCAA champ Gary McBride.

HAYSPELL'S BOUT (134) was, as usual, full of fast action. However, this time the MSC ace was coming up wanting. Fighting back from a 9-6 deficit to within one point in the third period, he was forced to let his man go intentionally, hoping to score a winning takedown. But with only 17 seconds left, he was unable to get the shot off, finally losing, 10-8.

From then on it was all downhill for the home crowd as Cal Poly mapped up. Nonetheless, Hitchcock spoke highly of the young MSC squad.

"They've certainly got potential. In a short time I expect them to be among the best," said the Californian. "I knew Larry (Sciacchetano) would field a representative team. He has a lot of good athletes here," he concluded.

Cal Poly coach Vaughan Hitchcock.

Stilwell Sparks Squaws

There comes a time in every athlete's life when she realizes that it's been a long season. That moment came last week for senior Chris Stilwell when she had to hang up her swimsuit after four years of varsity competition.

One of the original MSC men's coaches by Dave Muholand, Stilwell capped her four-year stint at Montclair by winning the 50-yard backstroke and competing in the victorious 200-yard medley against Newark State.


Winners in the Newark meet included Dee Mosiello and Diane Jaglowski in the 50-yard breaststroke. Mosiello finished first in the 100-yard individual medley and Jaglowski capped first in the 100-yard freestyle.

Laura Sanson was a double-winner for the Squaws, taking first in both the 200-yard freestyle and the 50-yard butterfly. Margaret-Ann Atkinson and Terri Spiechoil finished 1-2 in the diving competition.

BRIDGET WELSH, Sansone, Jaglowski and Mosiello combined for a first in the 200-yard freestyle relay, Jaglowski was the big woman in the SCS meet, winning the 200-yard freestyle, 100-yard IM and the 100-yard freestyle.

Pregnant? Need Help?

For assistance and information on a confidential basis . . . call us - we will help you.

Apply at the Life Hall Housing Office or call 893-4155/4156
LIONS CLAW INDIANS, 61-48

By Joe Castronovo
Sports Writer
TRENTON - It looks like it's going to be a long year for the Montclair State basketball team. The Indians dropped their second of three conference games Friday night, losing to a big but mediocre Trenton State team, 61-48.

Unable to penetrate the Lions' zone defense successfully, the Indians were continually forced to take outside shots, most of which were way off the mark. When they did manage to sneak the ball in close with give and go situations, they failed to convert the easy shots under the basket more times than they succeeded.

ALL OF THIS resulted in a miserable 14-point total for the first half by way of six field goals out of 36 attempts and two free throws.

Trenton State on the other hand, accumulated 32 points in the first half, with the help of eight, nine and six-point streaks, which buried the Indians in a rut in which they couldn't get out, though they tried desperately to do so in the second half.

The only time MSC led the contest was on the first basket of the game, a short jumper by Ricky Brown with 30 seconds gone. Trenton State countered with a string of eight consecutive points, putting them up 8-2, before MSC's Chuck Holland responded with a side jumper with 14:37 to go.

FOUR MINUTES and 27 seconds later, the Lions, up 16-10, collected nine more unanswered points, leaving the Indians dazed, confused and losing, 24-10, with 7:42 to go.

MSC gathered only four more points in the time remaining. However Trenton State all but shut the door on MSC's hopes for a victory, widening the margin to 18 points and ending the half with the score, 32-14.

Whatever coach Ollie Gelston told his team during the halftime break must have sunk in because the Indians came out much more aggressively and even seemed a bit quicker than they did in the first half. MSC outscored the Lions, 34-29, but couldn't make up the deficit established in the first half.

"WHEN PLAYING AGAINST a zone defense, the only way to score consistently is to work the ball inside for the high-percentage shot," a dejected-looking Gelston remarked. "Unless we're very hot from the outside, shooting from there leaves us at a tremendous disadvantage, especially against a team as big as Trenton because their strong rebounding limits us to one shot," he continued. "By staying outside, we played into their hands," the coach concluded.

Trenton's Bob Godsey led all scorers with 19 points while Brown and Holland each had 12 for MSC.

The Indians, now 1-2 in the league and 3-2 overall, will host a Christmas tournament to be played in Panzer Gym Wed. Dec. 27 and Fri. Dec. 29, beginning at 7 pm.

CO-SPONSORED BY MSC and the Miller Brewing Company, the tournament will see Monmouth College take on Dickinson (Madison) meet MSC for the championship.

Lions Claw Indians, 61-48

stuffing the ol' sweat socks

Christmas has hit the pocketbook extremely hard again and though I may be poor in the purse, I'm not in spirit.

And so I'd like to give to:

GEORGE HORN: Another transfer student like Tim o' Donoghue. Maybe Kip Keino.
CLARY ANDERSON: The Miami Dolphins or a reasonable facsimile.
JOHN DONLEYCOTT: Something "cool.
GREG D'ACOSTA: His first varsity wrestling contest.
DAVE CORNELISE: Eve Arden without dogwarts.
CLARY ANDERSON: The Miami Dolphins or a reasonable facsimile.
GEORGE HORN: Another transfer student like Tim o' Donoghue. Maybe Kip Keino.
BILL COLLINS: A box of "Instant Recognition.
WILLIAM DIOGUARDI: A new fieldhouse with astroturf carpeting.
BILL DAVIS: Brian Loughlin.
FRANK MUSTILI: A wind-up doll with the reach of Moses Lajterman.
MORRIS MCEE: Belated thanks for sending a 'warm body' up to the MONTCLARION office.
KATHY BLUMENSTOCK: A one-way ticket to Minnesota.
LAUREN SCACCITANO: Some metropolitan champions and Gorilla Monsoon.
JOHN GARTLEY: A year's supply of videotape.
LA RRA LSCACCHETANO: Some metropolitan champions and Gorilla Monsoon.
DAVE CORNELISE: Eve Arden without dogwarts.
JOHN GARTLEY: A year's supply of videotape.
BARRY HENNES and PAUL KOWALCZYK: A bottle of No-Doz.
DON MAC KAY: First place in the "Beautiful Legs" Contest.
MONTCLARION SPORTS READERS: A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

MSC Sophomore Larry Hughes (55) dribbles through two Trenton State players in the Friday night's clash. The Indians took it on the chin in their third NJSCAC game, losing, 61-48.